Policies are used to control the behavior of large-scale systems. After policies are designed and before policies are implemented, it should be possible to analyze the policies and verify that they behave as expected. Graph transformations provide a good method to carry out the analysis and verification because of the intuitive representation of policies and the mature theory. Here, we show how graph transformations can simulate PONDER policies and use the graph tools AGG and GROOVE to do the static and dynamic analysis.
Introduction
Policies are a useful management tool to control large-scale systems, like distributed systems, by defining the behavior of every object in a system (what an object can and cannot do) and by defining the relations between objects (how they can interact with other objects in the system).
One interesting problem of policy-based management is how to verify and analyze the policies designed for a system. After policies are designed and before they are implemented, it should be possible to know that a policy is appropriate for a system, to simulate the policy in a virtual environment to see that it produces the expected results, and to determine that there are no conflicts between components of the policy. With a method to test and analyze policies before they are implemented, possible hidden problems existing in the design phase can be found and corrected in time.
We propose a policy verification and analysis method by graph transformations, which provide an intuitive way to represent abstract policies in an easy-to-understand style. Typed attributed graphs are used, and rules are partial morphisms between two graphs representing the left and the right end sides. Boolean expressions using the node or edge attributes can be added to the related node or edge on the left side of a rule as application conditions of the rule. A rule may also include negative application conditions.
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We use PONDER policies [2, 1] as the policy prototype and graph tools AGG [9, 10] and GROOVE [8, 11] as the verification and analysis tools. At first, we show that PONDER policies can be transformed into a set of graph rules, and then use a policy example to illustrate how to verify and analyze it with AGG and GROOVE.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: section 2 overviews the PONDER policies. Section 3 contains the representation of PONDER policies by graph rules and section 4 shows what kind of verification and analysis of policies is possible using the graph tools AGG and GROOVE.
PONDER Policies
PONDER is an objected-oriented programming language for the control of distributed systems. Users can define a generic class for a special policy whose subject and target are not specified at the time of definition, and then users can pass the subject and target as parameters to use this policy. Here, we are interested more in the basic policy types of PONDER than in its programming language features. PONDER has two main categories of policies: Access control policies and Obligation policies. Access control policies confine the access to target objects by subjects in distributed systems. Access control policies have four sub-type policies: authorization, information filtering, delegation, and refrain policies. Of these four types, authorization policies are the core policies and the other three types are considered auxiliary ones. Obligation policies define the behavior of the managers of a system when an event happens. PONDER also has constraint policies (meta − policies) that can be used to specify the behavior in case of conflicts between two policies.
Here we only describe one of the four sub-type of access control policies, namely authorization policies. Authorization policies are enforced at the target side. When a subject wants to access a target object, the subject needs to check the authorization policies at the target side to see whether or not it has the access rights. Authorization policies can be positive (actions that the subject can perform on the target) or negative (actions that the subject is forbidden to perform on the target). In the syntax of the authorization policies, auth+ and auth− indicate positive and negative authorization policies, respectively. The domain path, corresponding to either the subject or the target, is described by a domainScopeExpression. The type is optional and it further constrains the subject and target: only the specified type of subject or target in a specified range can be selected. An actionlist contains the actions that a subject can perform on a target object. A whenclause may be present to describe under what conditions an authorization applies.
Here are two examples of authorization policies, a positive one P+ and a negative one P-. By P+ , the subjects under the domain /NetworkAdmin are allowed to perform the actions load(), remove(), enable(), disable() on the PolicyT type targets under the domain /Nregion/switches. By P-, the subjects under the domain /testEngineers/trainee are forbidden to perform the action performancetest() on the routerT type targets under the domain /routers, and /negativeAuth gives the path (where P-is stored).
Graph Representation of PONDER Policies
This section describes the representation of the basic policy type of PONDER by graph rules; composite policies can also be represented in a similar way.
Domain Hierarchy
Domains are used to group entities managed by the policies and are organized in a hierarchy, represented by a graph, with nodes for every domain and edges representing the subdomain relation (between domains) or the membership of an object to a domain. Fig. 1 is an example of a domain representation by graph, with five domains A to E and one node a. In the example, domain A has sub-domain B and C, and both domain path DomainA/DomainB/DomainD and DomainA/DomainC/DomainD can locate the node a. 
Set operation
The set operations of union, intersection and difference are used by PONDER to represent domainScopeExpressions in a policy. With the above graph representation of domains, the operations can be represented as in Fig. 2 . The If a node satisfies one of the graphs, the node satisfies the union. The + symbol means that there exists at least one edge in the path from a domain to a node. The second figure shows the intersection operation, where a node satisfies the intersection operation if it satisfies the whole graph. The third figure shows the difference operation, with the solid edge representing the positive constraint, and the dashed edge the negative constraint (e.g., absence of a path from Domain B to node a).
Positive and Negative Policies
PONDER includes positive and negative policies. In order to distinguish them, a special edge attribute type is defined, with values 1 and 0 to represent a positive and a negative policy, respectively. The attribute type here has no relations with the general notion of node types or edge types. The graph tool GROOVE does not support attributes, so different edge names must be used to distinguish these two kinds of policies.
Graph Representation of Authorization Policies
Fig. 3 describes a generic graph rule obtained by transforming an action of an authorization policy. An authorization policy may correspond to several graph rules depending on the number of actions it contains. Each action corresponds to the edge in the right hand side of a rule with edge name the action name and with attribute type equal to 0 or 1; the subject and the target of the action are the nodes at the two ends of the edge. This is only an abstract transformation, and the actual representation may be more complicated depending on the meaning of the action, e.g., in an actual scenario, an action may include 4 operations and every operation may need an edge corresponding to it. An authorization policy may include a whenclause constraint, represented by a boolean expression based on the attributes of the subject node in a rule. For example, for the whenclause constraint testing-sequence = in-progress, an attribute testing-sequence is created for the subject node and a boolean expression if (testing-sequence = in-progress) is added to the subject node. Only when the boolean expression is satisfied, the rule can be applied. Some attributes of the whenclause constraint may refer to global information, e.g. time, and an independent node can be set up for this kind of global attribute, allowing several rules to share this independent node as a constraint.
If the subject or target in a PONDER policy is a domain path, all the members belonging to this domain path can be the subject or target of this policy. Sometimes, a type is provided by a policy to specialize the subject or target type, in which case a general node with a special node type can be used to represent the subject or target. In the graph rule in Fig. 4 corresponding to the load action of the positive authorization policy P+ , the Subject node is without type, so it can represent any node in the domain NetworkAdmin, while the target node has node type policyT , so that only nodes in the domain Nregion/switches are affected by this rule. The dashed line on the left hand side is a negative application condition forbidding the presence of an edge between subject and target.
The graph rule in Fig. 5 corresponds to the perf ormancetest action of the negative authorization policy P-.
The other types of policies can be similarly represented by graph rules. 
Tool Simulations
First we describe a simplified version of the problem in [5] , then find a conflict using the graph tools AGG [9, 10] and GROOVE [8, 11] .
Problem Description
Fig . 6 is a scenario graph with six employee nodes and one f ile node, where higher level employee nodes manage the lower employee nodes. The worktype attribute distinguishes the employee nodes; the employee node with worktype = 7 is the only one managed by two nodes.
Fig. 6. Problem description
We set up four rules according to the policies in [5] . One rule gives the employee node with worktype = 3 the access right to the f ile node, and a second rule lets all the employee nodes managed by this node have the access right to the f ile node. A third rule forbids the employee node with worktype = 2 from accessing the f ile node, and a fourth one forbids all the employee nodes managed by this node. So, the employee node with worktype = 6 can access the f ile node, while the employee node with worktype = 4 cannot. But there is a conflict at the employee node with worktype = 7 which is both permitted and forbidden access to the f ile node. This kind of conflict can be found by AGG and GROOVE. 
AGG Simulation
AGG can be used to detect conflicts either statically or dynamically. AGG defines three types of conflicts [10] that it can find during static checking: 1. One rule application deletes a subgraph needed for the match of another rule application. 2. One rule application generates a subgraph prohibited by a negative application condition of another rule application. 3. One rule application changes the attributes needed for the match of another rule application.
The presence of these conflicts in a set of rules does not affect the application of the rules because AGG applies them in order and repeatedly tries every rule until none can be applied. So if a conflict makes one rule not applicable, AGG just skips it and tries the next one during its execution. Fig. 7 describes the first rule which permits the employee node to access the f ile node by the edge attribute type = 1, and this rule is further constrained by an inside boolean condition if (x = 3), so only the employee node with worktype = 3 satisfies this rule. The leftmost cell in Fig. 7 is the negative application condition of this rule, the middle cell is the left side, and the rightmost cell is the right side. = 2) ). The second and the fourth rule together describe the second type of conflict defined by AGG (the second rule gives the employee node with worktype = 7 the access right, but the fourth rule forbids the employee node with worktype = 7 to access the f ile node), and AGG can find this conflict statically by critical pair analysis. AGG can also find conflicts dynamically, but we need to modify the second and the fourth rule and add an extra rule. Both the second and the fourth rule now need only one negative application to avoid the addition of an existing edge. Fig. 9 is the new fifth rule, which adds an error edge to an employee node if this employee node is both permitted and forbidden access to the same f ile. Fig. 10 is the result of the execution, with the error edge indicating the conflict. 
GROOVE Simulation
GROOVE is simpler than AGG because nodes and edges cannot have attributes, and it does not provide critical pair analysis (so GROOVE cannot statically check for conflicts). In order to show the type of an edge, an edge name access represents the fact that an employee has the access right, and an edge name no − access represents the absence of the access right.
In Fig. 11 , the first rule permits the employee node with worktype = 3 to access the f ile node. One characteristic of GROOVE is that it can represent the left side, the right side and all negative application conditions of a rule by one single graph. In order to do this, GROOVE sets up four kinds of nodes and edges: the fat dashed edge represents a negative application condition (absent edge for this rule to be applied), the solid fat edge is a newly added edge. Thus, the rule in Fig. 11 adds an edge with name access between the employee3 and f ile nodes, if there is no such edge already present. In Fig. 12 , the second rule allows a node to access the f ile node if this node's manager has the access right. The third and fourth rule are the same as the first and second rule, respectively, except for replacing access with no − access, and employee3 with employee2. In Fig. 13 , the fifth rule finds the conflict in a graph. The solid thin edge with no − access, access represents two edges, one labelled no − access and one access (this is just GROOVE's style). If there are edges no − access and access between a node and a f ile node, then the rule removes the no − access and access edges and adds an error edge. The final result is exactly the same as in AGG. 
Comparison of AGG and GROOVE
AGG and GROOVE are both good graph tools. They implement graph transformations including negative application conditions, left hand side and right hand side of a rule although using different styles: AGG separates each negative application condition, left hand side and right hand side of a rule into independent graphs while GROOVE combines all of the components together in one graph. After a set of rules is defined, both AGG and GROOVE can apply them on an instance graph and produce the expected result correctly. But the execution order of the set of rules is different: AGG uses the given order of the rules and applies one rule as many times as possible before applying the next one, and then cycles through the list until no rule can be applied. So AGG always obtains one result after execution.
GROOVE uses a directed graph to record the transformation process. The given instance graph is the starting node of this graph, and if one rule is applicable, it generates a directed edge and a node which represents a new graph transformed from the instance graph. This method is applied to all the nodes of the directed graph until no rule can be applied. So GROOVE returns the set of all possible transformation results, unlike the one deterministic result produced by AGG.
AGG permits every node and edge to have its own attributes and permits boolean expressions to be set up on these attributes. This function gives AGG more representation ability than GROOVE. As we describe in the transformation from policies to rules, attributes are necessary.
Another advantage of AGG is that it has a critical pair analysis function that can compare every pair of rules statically to find the conflicts between them. This function is useful to do static conflict check. When the number of rules is large, it is easy to generate conflicts between rules during the rules design, but finding the conflicts in many rules is not easy, so the critical pair analysis function provides a good checking solution. GROOVE does not have this function, and it depends on users to find conflicts.
Concluding Remarks
We show how to verify and analyze policies by graph, by giving examples that use PONDER policies as policy prototype and AGG and GROOVE as analysis tools. Both AGG and GROOVE can detect and "remove conflicts during execution if there is some rule designed for this purpose. In addition, AGG can use critical pair analysis to find conflicts statically. After this kind of simulation and checking, we can find potential problems in policies and realize whether the policies reflect the design purpose for a real system.
Proponents of PONDER also believe that conflict detection is necessary and they built a tool for static conflict detection [5] . This method is not generic: at first the designers must realize that there may exist some kind of conflict, and then can build a tool (meta-policy) to deal with it. By applying graph transformations, all the conflicts could be found automatically.
For the use illustrated in this paper, AGG and GROOVE could be further developed in (at least) two directions. First, both tools could add more features to allow the use of established graph transformation results (for example, GROOVE could detect sequential independence of rules to avoid redundant derivations [7] ). Second, both tools could add more programming features. For example, PONDER can pass policies as parameters to another policy to implement policy embedment, and AGG and GROOVE indeed could include this sort of features.
